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5-1-2015 "Pakistan Sentences 10 to Life Terms Over 2012 

Attack on Malala Yousafzai" By SALMAN MASOOD NY Times 

5-1-2015 Sand in the Universe Hour Glass breaks, cuts, to the 

Soul-Mate Conversations Brainstorming in Key West on a 

White Sandy Beach one Nobel after another... 1984 II 

Dictators attacks on Greg + Wives in Key West have broken the 

Hour Glass in the Universe Discovery. Sandy Hi... 24/7 I have 

a place in the Universe 15 Billion people will star travel to... 

when our 1984 III Dictators Rule the Universe of whats 

brainstormed in Key West Hemingway House Writing Classes! 

That Pakistan Generals attacked in 2011. Shutting them 

down for millions of tourists who have visited Hemingway 

House, prohibited from letting anyone write a Chapter 

together on an iApp by Pakistan Generals at the Pentagon 

Today! Today is the End of the Vietnam War too... End to War 

on Earth via Jewish Aliens, read this invention project Novel 

crunched on 10 Los Alamos Super Computers... we can now 

hear Jewish Aliens, give it a title! 

5-1-2015 Commonly Used Chemicals Come Under New 

Scrutiny By ERIC LIPTON and RACHEL ABRAMS in Today's NY 

Times. A class of chemicals that replaced an older group 

found to be harmful to health is now drawing criticism for 

the same reason. 

5-1-2015 Pakistan Generals Attacked the Hemingway 
House Writing Class in 2011
Friday, May 01, 2015 11:11 AM
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5-1-2015 Lead Atoms in the air, 1 billion children, infants 

and pre teens breath in comes under Scrutiny of the NY 

Times... The End! There is not a body count for the dead by 

the NY Times, deaths from lead atoms in the air. NYC I would 

guess has 1 Trillion lead atoms in the air. NY Times will 

come under Scrutiny of 1984 III MD Women Dictators... for 

their death sentence for crimes against children... mass 

murder via lead atoms not lead in bullets but in the air we 

breath... state of the arts high tech gives us the ability to see 

1 trillion lead atoms in the air but not to put this on the 

front page of the NY Times with a Los Alamos Super Computer 

simulation of what happens to children when a atom of lead 

is breathed in... wow! Berkeley Smog didn't penetrate the 

"Din" of their Elite Boss... 

5-1-2015 Atom of Lead is not in 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead#Biochemistry_of_poisonin

g... State of the Arts high tech wikipedia should have quarks 

as electrons, protons, neutrons are out of date without a 

page on their quarks in 2015. Lead inhibits porphobilinogen 

synthase and ferrochelatase, preventing both 
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synthase and ferrochelatase, preventing both 

porphobilinogen formation and the incorporation of iron 

into protoporphyrin IX, the final step in heme synthesis. This 

causes ineffective heme synthesis and subsequent microcytic 

anemia. 

5-1-2015 Yale University Elite sentences their own Professors 

to death at 62... after CIA torture for years! Six years of 

torture by Stage 4 goes on a Yale too. Elite who have $20 

billion in the bank will tell you Yale needs this money in the 

banks more than to fight cancer. Yale University Hudak, 

spirited Saybrugian and CS prof, succumbs to cancer By Tyler 

Foggatt, Emma Platoff, and Vivian Wang After a nearly six-

year battle with leukemia, Paul Hudak, professor of 

computer science and master of Saybrook College, died last 

night surrounded by his family. He was 62. 

5-1-2015 Crime Scene Detectives Search for Clues to Killing in 

Victim’s Tattoo By MICHAEL WILSON 5:00 AM ET Investigators 

in Brooklyn thought severed remains that were found this 

year belonged to a woman and could only guess at her age, 

but a break came when one of them noticed a degraded 

tattoo... 

5-1-2015 Detectives noticed a degraded tattoo... of an 

iPhone 6 + with Tim Cook as the last call she made... 19K USA 

SWF made the same last call to Tim Cook before they were 

murdered the Brooklyn Detectives noticed... elite make the 

rules that let murders make the call in private these 

Brooklyn Detectives noticed... 

5-1-2015 Detectives notices Jennie called for help 1 trillion 

times before this murder suicide... elite at Apple + 1984 II HQ 

are the Men who really caused + failed to prevent this and 

19K other Murder suicides in 2015. Far as the rest of the 

years murder suicides go on 1 May 2015 Tim Cook and our 

1984 II Dictators have no plans to Mobilize for War against 

murder suicide in the USA as $1 Trillion has to be spent in 

Pakistan in 2015 for War not the USA. "Long Island Man 

Kills Wife and Himself, Police Say" By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Two young children were home and four more were at school 

when Wayne Street, 29, and Jenni Lee Street, 28, died on 

Thursday. 
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5-1-2015 "1984 II USA Numb Nuts Dictators suppress the news 

1,000 have been killed, 10's of thousands wounded in 

retaliation over giving Malala Yousafzai a Noble Peace 

Prize, 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine in 2015 have been lost by 

our USA Numb Nut Dictators promoting Malala Yousafzai 

instead of 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year. And Malala 

Yousafzai was shot not for being a MD student working on 

1,001 Noble's in Medicine but Politics of Pakistan War when 

in reality Pakistan Moslems will Nuke Paris and its newly 

built 155 Story Yale Paris Medical School. Flash Forward... 

Pakistan Moslems will use H-Bombs against the French!! 

5-1-2015 "Pakistan Sentences 10 Billion to Life with a 

Gasoline Engine Car and no 155 Story Yale Pakistan Medical 

Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure! 

5-1-2015 "Pakistan Sentences 10 Billion to never meeting 

Jewish Aliens... 

5-1-2015 "1984 II USA Numb Nuts Dictators Sentences 15 

Billion to torture of Stage 4 breast cancer via Pakistan War 

Politics mobilization... Dr. Nancy Snyderman was fired by 

NBC Comcast instead of given $1 Trillion. Pakistan Generals 

were given more than $1 Trillion. Our 1984 II Dictators have 

syphilis in the brain... 

5-1-2015 $373.9 billion for Rx Drugs in the USA.... 

5-1-2015 $1 Trillion for Pakistan Generals... 

5-1-2015 Gilead’s hepatitis C drugs — $1,000 a pill or more —

and their popularity have strained the budgets of various 

insurers, state Medicaid programs and prison systems, 

leading them to impose restrictions on which patients can be 

treated. The IMS Institute for Healthcare Informatics 

reported recently that growth in spending on prescription 

drugs in the United States grew 13.1 percent in 2014, to 

$373.9 billion, the fastest annual growth since 2001, driven 

in part by the hepatitis C drugs. 
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5-1-2015 Syphilis, STD's, HIV, MS Virus, Cervix Cancer caused 

by a virus given to her by a man... 

5-1-2015 $1 Trillion for Pakistan Generals... not 1,001 

Nobel's in Medicine in 2015. 

5-1-2015 Pakistan Generals paid the $1K a pill for their 

Hepatitis C cure but not for the women they infected... Sales 

of Gilead Sciences’ drugs to treat hepatitis C reached $4.55 

billion in the first quarter, far exceeding already lofty Wall 

Street expectations. 

5-1-2015 Women World Wide have no expectations Pakistan 

or American Generals who have given women terrible 

diseases like MS, HIV, Syphilis, STD, Hepatitis will ever pay for 

the Rx... 1984 III MD Women Dictators will sentence these 

Pakistan generals to Hell... Allah's for the next 4 trillion 

years... 

Yale 314 th Graduation... School of Medicine Monday, May 

18, 2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!! 1984 III Dictators MD!! 

4-25-2015 War Reparations via Dr. Nancy Snyderman for 

getting fired from NBC-Comcast... 
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CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely... 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC

Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com
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4-30-2015 CNN Intergalactic Star Travel HQ after the iApps... 

4-30-2015 "A French politician has accused Apple of 

spreading... 

4-30-2015 "A Jewish politician has accused Apple of 

spreading... 

4-30-2015 "A Russian politician has accused Apple of 

spreading... 
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4-30-2015 Yesterdays writings below about the Paris women 

taken out of her car and shot to death by a Moslem and the 

Paris NY Times reporter started the story with she was in the 

wrong place at the wrong time, simple twist of fate... Then 

yesterday I wrote about the Bronx Women running naked 

shot to death and that the NY Times reporter didn't start the 

story with she was in the wrong place at the wrong time, 

simple twist of fate... well the 2015 ElectricWindmillFord 

Escort would have saved both these women from being shot to 

death. The NY Times will correct both stories when they are 

allowed to mention the 2015 ElectricWindmillFord Escorts on 

the Front page of the NY Times, until then Paris NY Times will 

report women taken out of their gasoline car and shot to 

death were in the wrong place at the wrong time, simple 

twist of fate, far as the NY Times reporters in NYC they will 

face the firing squad for not reporting on the 2105 

ElectricWindmillFord Escorts, 1 trillion made on the Bronx 

assembly lines and workers getting in 100 hours a week on 

the assembly lines making much more than the NYC 

reporters. Grin! Fate of not making 1 Trillion 

ElectricWindmillFord Escorts by Today and $7 Trillion from 

BP Oil direct deposited into Apple Bank accounts for Billions 

of MacBook Air + Pro with built in iPhone 7 for everyone in 
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of MacBook Air + Pro with built in iPhone 7 for everyone in 

the USA... Bill + Melinda would have been shot by the firing 

squad in 1980, fate is Hell on 300 Million Americans Today 

because they escaped their fate of being shot to death by the 

1984 III MD Women Dictators in 1980. 

4-30-2015 Full story of the women shot to death in the 

Bronx... as her fate was connected to the 1984 II Dictators 

suppression of the 1980 ElectricWindmllFord Escorts on the 

Bronx assembly lines.... Shot to death Ms. Charle in a photo 

from her Facebook page. Truly a heinous crime... 

4-30-2015 Truly a heinous crime... by our 1984 II Dictators! 

19K SWF will be murdered in 2015 via 1984 II Dictators 

politics... Homeland Security is at the Social Security office in 

NYC laying in wait for Moslem Terrorist on orders from our 

1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators who have syphilis in the brain! 

4-30-2015 Truly a heinous crime... Yale 155 Story Yale New 

Haven Medical School should have been built by today, 

saving this Yale Women from being knocked to the ground 

not in a gas station hold up but purse snatching... a Truly 

Heinous crime by 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators all Yale + 

Harvard Grads, grin! 

4-30-2015 Truly a heinous crime... At 2:25 a.m. Wednesday, 

a student was robbed and assaulted on campus, Yale Police 

Department Chief Ronnell Higgins wrote in an email to the 

University community. Higgins’ email, sent around 5:00 

a.m. Wednesday, reported that a female undergraduate 

entered the Morse-Stiles walkway from York Street, when a 

man approached her from behind, knocked her to the 

ground and stole her purse. The man reportedly then fled to 

York Street, entering a blue vehicle to leave the scene of the 

crime. Higgins noted that the YPD is currently investigating 

the incident, also encouraging those with information to 

contact the department (203) 432-4400. “As a general 

reminder, it is important to walk with others when possible 

in well lit and populated areas. Avoid displaying valuables 

such as cash or portable electronic devices,” he wrote. “Make 
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such as cash or portable electronic devices,” he wrote. “Make 

use of security services including shuttle services and security 

escorts.”Higgins’ email was sent in compliance with the 

requirements of the Federal Clery Act. 

4-30-2015 Truly a heinous crime ...forced her to undress in 

her car, chased her as she tried to flee and then shot her in 

the street, killing her, police officials said on Tuesday. 

Witnesses told detectives that the victim, Ana Charle, 36, ran 

naked in the street from the suspect, West Spruill, 39, who was 

also naked as he chased her and opened fire. “They hear 

nothing but the shots,” a police official, who spoke on the 

condition of anonymity to discuss a continuing 

investigation, said of the accounts provided by witnesses, 

several of whom had dialed 911. “It is fairly close range,” 

the official said. “This is as bad a homicide as I’ve seen.” As 

Ms. Charle, of Queens, fell to the sidewalk on Bullard Avenue, 

near East 237th Street, the gunman returned to her car, put 

his clothes back on and walked away, clutching two bags, 

police officials said, citing the witnesses’ accounts. 

Protruding from one of those bags was a gun, which the 

police said officers found when they took Mr. Spruill into 

custody. Outside the Project Renewal homeless shelter on 

Bronx Boulevard, near East 237th Street, in the Bronx on 

Tuesday night. 

4-30-2015 NYC Homeland Security guys were at the Social 

Security offices laying in wait for Moslem terrorists... 

4-30-2015 "A NY City Mayor politician has accused Apple of 

spreading... Cuomo Announces Plan to Cut New AIDS Cases 

in New York" By ANEMONA HARTOCOLLIS NY Times Gov. 

Andrew M. Cuomo’s blueprint, including a package of new 

laws and a more aggressive iPhone 7 + caller id for # of sex 

partners and terrible sex diseases the caller has... ASAP. "New 

York City Underreported School Violence to State, Audit 

Shows" By KATE TAYLOR NY Times - NY City Underreported 

terrible sex diseases, NY Times + Kate Tayor underreported 

terrible sex diseases in writing for the NY Times Today! This 

will be a Crime under the 1984 III MD Women Dictators 

Era... 

4-30-2015 "A Russian politician has accused Apple of 

spreading 'gay propaganda' by... "A Russian Physician has 

accused Apple, Comcast, MSNBC, Verizon, IBM, GE, NY Times... 

of letting people come to work "Sick" + spreading terrible sex 
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of letting people come to work "Sick" + spreading terrible sex 

disease, causing the murder-suicide statistics to be so high 

world wide that it's classified and prohibited from being a 

headline on the front page of any NYC or Moscow newspaper! 

Dr. Russia has a Rx no 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators World 

Wide Will Follow, let Greg + Wives in Key West get one Noble 

after another in Key West!! 

4-30-2015 "A Russian politician has accused Apple of 

spreading 'gay propaganda' by... James Cook reporter not 

Tim Cook CEO of Apple as Tim Cook would accuse Russia of 

spreading "Poison Gasoline Exhaust, SMOG World Wide 

gassing more people to death than Hitler in Holocaust I as 

Today we are at the Peak of Holocaust II as Russian + USA 

Fighter Jet Pilots Jet Fuel Exhaust is poison and everyone's 

"Din" in their mind can visualize these poison atoms, 

molecules and what birth defects they cause. Holocaust II 

Trials World Wide will be State of the Arts Poison Jet Fuel of 

Fighter Jets, all Pilots will be convicted of Holocaust II. 

Russian Politician who accused Apple of spreading gay 

propaganda will also be the one to LEAK Tim Cook has 

Syphilis, HIV, Hepatitis, MS virus and give the names of Apple 

employees he has given these terrible diseases to!! Tit for Tat 

Politics will change to "Terrible Sex Diseases" World Wide and 

who gave what to whom... all 1984 III public on Russian 

Nightly News + Comcast. Yes 10"s of thousands at Comcast 

have these Terrible Sex Diseases and Today the last day of 

April will not be the last day they give these terrible sex 

diseases to others because Tim Cook at Apple refused to order 

an iApp for iPhone 7 that can test for all these terrible sex 

diseases in less than 15 mins and a iPhone caller ID that 

will pop up all the diseases Tim Cook has if he calls you on 

your iPhone 7 + who whom ever calls you and will tell you 

the numb of sex partners in the last week, month + year! 

Russian politician has accused Everyone of Stifling the high 

tech laser guidance of iPhone 7 + 2016 ElectricWindmillFord 

Escorts! Czar of Russia will clean up every terrible disease 

and if in your visit to Moscow you give someone a terrible 

disease you will be... in Hell for the next 4 trillion years, at 

least... grin! 

4-30-2015 PARIS — France has announced it will sell 24 

Rafale fighter jets to Qatar in a 6.3 billion euro ($7 billion) 

deal. The agreement is to be signed Monday in Qatar's 

capital, Doha, in the presence of the French president, 
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capital, Doha, in the presence of the French president, 

Francois Hollande, presidency services announced Thursday. 

With this sale, French arms exports already exceed 15 billion 

euros ($16.8 billion) this year, a defense official said on 

condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to 

speak publicly on the matter. Qatar becomes the third buyer 

of France's delta-winged Rafale, manufactured by Dassault 

Aviation. India announced plans to buy 36 Rafale jets 

earlier this month and Egypt bought 24 of them in February. 

"It's almost 100 Rafale that are going to be delivered within 

the next few years", Hollande said during a visit in the city 

of Brest, in the west of France. "That makes a lot of work, a 

lot of jobs, a lot of economic benefits". 

4-30-2015 Full story of the women shot to death in the 

Bronx... as her fate was connected to the 1984 II Dictators 

suppression of the 1980 ElectricWindmllFord Escorts on the 

Bronx assembly lines.... Former Resident Kills Director of 

Bronx Homeless Shelter, Police Say By AL BAKER Ms. Charle in 

a photo from her Facebook page. Truly a heinous crime, I 

think the obviously guilty perpetrator should never walk free 

in society again. Oh I know, presumption of... Judi McMahon 

This man should never have been off parole and not 

monitored.Another awful failure of the system and now a 

lovely young mother of twois gone... A former resident of a 

Bronx homeless shelter returned there Monday night, 

abducted its director, forced her to undress in her car, 

chased her as she tried to flee and then shot her in the street, 

killing her, police officials said on Tuesday. Witnesses told 

detectives that the victim, Ana Charle, 36, ran naked in the 

street from the suspect, West Spruill, 39, who was also naked 

as he chased her and opened fire. “They hear nothing but 

the shots,” a police official, who spoke on the condition of 

anonymity to discuss a continuing investigation, said of the 

accounts provided by witnesses, several of whom had dialed 

911. “It is fairly close range,” the official said. “This is as bad 

a homicide as I’ve seen.” As Ms. Charle, of Queens, fell to the 

sidewalk on Bullard Avenue, near East 237th Street, the 

gunman returned to her car, put his clothes back on and 

walked away, clutching two bags, police officials said, citing 

the witnesses’ accounts. Protruding from one of those bags 

was a gun, which the police said officers found when they 

took Mr. Spruill into custody. Outside the Project Renewal 

homeless shelter on Bronx Boulevard, near East 237th Street, 

in the Bronx on Tuesday night. Credit Michael Appleton for 
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in the Bronx on Tuesday night. Credit Michael Appleton for 

The New York Times Detectives from the 47th Precinct also 

found three .40-caliber shell casings in the street, the 

officials said. Ms. Charle had bullet wounds to her temple, 

cheek and chest, the officials said. She was taken to 

Montefiore Medical Center, where she was pronounced dead. 

On Tuesday evening, an autopsy was being performed, in 

part to determine whether Ms. Charle had been raped, the 

officials said. Ms. Charle came from Barcelona, Spain, when 

she “was an adult, already in her 20s,” said Wanda L. Rijo, 

44, who works as the clinical director at the shelter on Bronx 

Boulevard and who described Ms. Charle as “my best friend.” 

Ms. Rijo said Ms. Charle was a caring person who had two 

daughters, ages 9 and 11. “She was a wonderful person,” 

said Ms. Rijo. “An excellent mother, a hard worker. She was a 

great leader. She was the director of the program and very 

caring about the population that we work with.” Mr. Spruill 

was charged with second-degree murder and criminal 

possession of a weapon and was taken to Jacobi Medical 

Center, said Terry Raskyn, a spokeswoman for the Bronx 

district attorney’s office, who said an arraignment would 

not occur before Wednesday. Ms. Rijo said she remembered 

Mr. Spruill, a “client there,” who she said had “mental 

health issues.” She added: “I remember what he looked like. 

He was there for seven months. He stands out. He wore like 

dark sunglasses. He was kind of paranoid.” Gary Alcindor, a 

former boyfriend of Ms. Charle’s, said she had been aware of 

the dangers of her job and had transferred to the shelter in 

the Bronx partly because of safety concerns at a previous 

location. “She’s had incidents before,” he said. He said she 

had asked for more security. Mr. Spruill has a history of run-

ins with the law, police officials said, outlining an arrest 

record dating to 1993 in New York City that included 

charges of robbery, assault and criminal possession of a gun. 

Records show Mr. Spruill spent eight years in state prison in 

Michigan, from 2006 through January 2014, for assault with 

a dangerous weapon, the officials said. “He assaulted people 

in jail, while he was there, as well,” said the official who 

discussed the case at length. Once freed, and without any 

parole restrictions, Mr. Spruill made his way back to New 

York, turning up in the city’s shelter system last year, the 

official said. He was arrested in Downtown Brooklyn last 

month on a charge of misdemeanor assault, the official 

said. By June, Mr. Spruill was living at the Project Renewal 

Shelter, a 108-bed shelter for men at 4380 Bronx Boulevard, 

police officials said. On Jan. 6, he moved to a shelter in 

Manhattan, where he stayed until April 8, the official said. 

It was at the Bronx shelter that investigators say they believe 

Mr. Spruill encountered Ms. Charle and came to target her. 
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Mr. Spruill encountered Ms. Charle and came to target her. 

“That is our thinking now,” said the official, pointing out 

that investigators had yet to question Mr. Spruill extensively, 

as he immediately requested a lawyer. “He is a professional 

criminal. He shut down as soon as we grabbed him.” For her 

part, Ms. Charle had no idea she was being targeted and as 

far as investigators knew had “no relationship” with Mr. 

Spruill, the official said. Officials with the city’s Department 

of Homeless Services said Ms. Charle had worked at Project 

Renewal for four years and was appointed director at the 

Bronx shelter in October 2013, about three months before it 

opened. 

These officials said people who worked with Ms. Charle 

remembered her as “a dedicated and loving person, who was 

a hardworking advocate on behalf of homeless New Yorkers.” 

They said that they were working with the police “to 

determine the cause of this senseless and horrific act,” and 

that they were also working with Project Renewal to provide 

counseling to the shelter’s staff. “D.H.S. is deeply saddened by 

this tragic loss,” the department said in a statement. “Our 

condolences, prayers and thoughts are with the Charle 

family.” City Councilman Andrew Cohen, a Democrat who 

represents part of the Wakefield neighborhood, where the 

shelter is, said he had been calling for increased security 

there for months. He said people staying at the shelter had 

made more than 175 calls to 911 this year, and hundreds 

more last year, taxing community and police resources. DHS 

officials said Tuesday that they had been working with the 

community to address their safety concerns. On Tuesday 

night, those gathered at Ms. Charle’s residence in 

Whitestone, Queens, said they were in mourning and too 

distraught to speak. In the Bronx on Tuesday night, on a 

desolate stretch of Bullard Avenue, a single votive candle 

flickered near the scene of the shooting as men from the 

shelter stood around recalling the violence of the night 

before. Two said they had heard the gunfire and ran to the 

street, where they learned a suspect was caught at the BRP 

Car Wash & Lube. One man, who asked not to be identified, 

broke into tears as he spoke about Ms. Charle. “That’s not a 

way to go,” he said. “She had a heart of gold and she always 

had time for everybody.” Another man, Jemall DeJesus, said 

Ms. Charle’s attempts to avoid violence by parking around 

the corner from the shelter did not work. “She parks her car 

down here cause she doesn’t want people to see the car she 

drives,” he said. But ultimately, he said, her killer was “lying 

in wait for her.” Winnie Hu, Daniel E. Slotnik and Rebecca 
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in wait for her.” Winnie Hu, Daniel E. Slotnik and Rebecca 

White contributed reporting. Elisa Cho contributed research. 

4-30-2015 Full story of the women shot to death in the 

Bronx... as her fate was connected to the 1984 II Dictators 

suppression of the 1980 ElectricWindmllFord Escorts on the 

Bronx assembly lines.... Shot to death Ms. Charle in a photo 

from her Facebook page. Truly a heinous crime... 

4-29-2015 NY Times Editorial: Op-Ed Contributor: From 

Saigon to an America that does not let "American Women 

Drive..." a 2015 ElectricWindmillFord Escort because Vietnam 

Vets McCain + Kerry sold their Soul to Allah, Mecca + BP Oil 

$$$ Vietnam Body count of American Women Killed in Gas 

Station hold-ups Today are suppressed by Vietnam Vets 

McCain + Kerry, who are 2 of our "Furious 7" 1984 II 

Dictators! 

4-29-2015 "Jeremy and Jeb Failed to "Save her from getting 

"Sucker-Punched" at a 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 

Miami gas station hold-up" Jeb Bush Visits Puerto Rico in 

Hopes of Reconnecting With Hispanic Voters By JEREMY W. 

PETERS NY Times. Men from Puerto Rico "Sucker-Punched" 

more SWF in Miami gas station hold-ups in 2000, 2001, to 

2015 than "Black Men" did. Jeb is a "Stupid War Criminal" 

but Jeremy Peters at the NY Times would have known the gas 

station hold up statistics for Miami!! Trump would say... 

You're Fired! Today Mr. Peters faces the firing squad for 

Journalists crimes in the Gasoline Poison Exhaust Holocaust 

II Era that will be on the Front Page if the coup is successful. 

4-29-2015 "17-Year-Old Makes the First-Ever Charge From an 

Orthodox Yeshiva to West Point"Vietnam Vets McCain + Kerry, 

truly War Criminals Fire Bombing millions of Cop Cars + 

SUV's since the suppression of the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord 

Escort!!
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I'm sure "West Point" got $1 Trillion in Home Improvements + 

Pay! $7 trillion should have been direct deposited in Apple 

Bank Accounts for 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year not "West 

Point" Generals! 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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